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the Standard Model. The light sterile neutrinos predicted by the model may be relevant

for explaining the MiniBoone and LSND neutrino oscillation results. The parity symmetric

version of the model provides a simple solution to the strong CP problem without relying on

the axion. It also predicts an isospin singlet top partner with a mass MT = (1.5−2.5) TeV.
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1 Introduction

The observations by BaBar [1, 2], Belle [3–5] and LHCb [6] experiments of deviations in the

ratio of B meson decays R(D∗) = Γ(B→D∗τν)
Γ(B→D∗`ν) and R(D) = Γ(B→Dτν)

Γ(B→D`ν) from their standard

model predictions at ∼ 4σ level have posed quite a theoretical challenge. Recently LHCb

has released its first measurement of the ratio of branching ratios B(B+
c →J/ψτν)

B(B+
c →J/ψµν)

[7] which

also differs from its standard model prediction at the 2 σ level, apparently supporting the

above anomaly. An intriguing possibility discussed recently [8–13] is that there may be

additional contributions only to the Dτν decay mode of B-meson mediated by a low mass

SU(2)L singlet W ′ boson which exclusively couples to b̄RγµcR and τ̄RγµνR currents with a
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gauge coupling gR. For gR equal to the weak SU(2)L gauge coupling gL, and with no mixing

angle suppression in the b̄RγµcR vertex, resolving the R(D,D∗) anomaly would require that

MW ′ ' 700 GeV. The question then is what kind of an ultraviolet complete theory would

lead to such an interaction. It would be of great interest to see if such a W ′ can be identified

with a low mass right handed W±R boson of left-right symmetric theories [14–16] discussed

extensively in the literature. We explore this question in this paper.

A major hurdle that any left-right symmetric embedding of low mass W ′ should over-

come is the current lower bound on MWR
from flavor changing neutral current observables

such as KL −KS , Bs − B̄s and Bd − B̄d mixings [17–19], as well as the direct WR search

limits at the LHC [20]. Furthermore, since in simple left-right models there is a relation

between the masses of WR and ZR, e.g. MZR
' 1.7 (1.2)MWR

in parity symmetric models

with Higgs triplet (doublet) used for SU(2)R breaking, one has to reconcile a low mass ZR
with current limits from LEP and LHC searches [21, 22]. Indeed, consistency with these

constraints would prevent an explanation of the anomaly in terms of WR from the standard

formulation of left-right symmetric models with parity [14–20] or without parity [23]. We

will have more to say on this conclusion later (see discussions in section 4.1).

We focus here on a variant formulation of left-right (LR) symmetric models which

introduces vector-like fermions for quark and lepton mass generation and show that such

a setup can overcome the hurdles mentioned above. These models, which are based on

the standard LR gauge group SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L, have a very simple

Higgs sector — one SU(2)L doublet χL and one SU(2)R doublet χR. Vector-like fermions

(Ua, Da, Ea, Na) with a = 1− 3 transforming as singlets of SU(2)L and SU(2)R and with

electric charges (2/3, −1/3, −1, 0) are needed to generate fermion masses, which arise via a

“universal seesaw” mechanism [24–29]. These vector-like fermions can have gauge invariant

bare masses, with NLa and NRa having both Dirac and Majorana masses.

Although not very minimal in the fermionic content, these models do provide certain

advantages. First, the Higgs sector is very minimal, with the physical spectrum consisting

only of two neutral scalars, one of which being the 125 GeV Standard Model-like Higgs

boson. Second, owing to the quadratic dependence of the light fermion masses on the

Yukawa couplings Yi, the values of Yi needed to explain the hierarchy in fermion masses

can be in the range Yi = (10−3 − 1) as opposed to Yi = (10−6 − 1) in the standard left-

right symmetric model (or in the standard model). This follows as the fermion masses in

these models are given as mi ∼ Y 2
i κLκR/Mi, assuming parity, where κL,R are the vacuum

expectation values (VEVs) of the SU(2)L,R doublet fields χL,R. Third, these models provide

naturally light sterile neutrinos, which leads to the possibility of right-handed currents in

meson decays, and which may play a role in understanding the MiniBoone [30, 31] and

LSND [32, 33] neutrino oscillation results.1 And fourth, these models provide a simple

solution to the strong CP problem based on parity symmetry alone, without the need for

an axion. The QCD θ parameter is zero, and the determinant of the tree-level quark mass

1Models with light sterile neutrinos introduced to explain the MiniBoone and LSND anomalies would

appear to be in conflict with the number of effective neutrino species inferred from ΛCDM cosmology,

especially from Planck data [34, 35]. A possible way around this within ΛCDM is to postulate secret

self-interactions of these sterile neutrinos [36–39].
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matrix is real, both owing to parity symmetry [28, 29]. Small and calculable θ is induced

in the model only at the two-loop level, which is consistent with neutron electric dipole

moment constraints [28, 29, 40].

While we do emphasize the parity symmetric version of the universal seesaw models,

in addressing the R(D∗, D) anomaly, we shall also deviate from the requirement of exact

parity. Some of the motivations, but not all, quoted above will not be valid in this parity

asymmetric scenario. In this case we use a partial quark and lepton seesaw, where the

seesaw is effective only for a subset of quark and charged lepton families [41]. This enables

us to straightforwardly evade the most stringent flavor constraints and still be able to

explain R(D∗, D) results. The same result is also achieved in a parity symmetric scenario

where parity is broken softly and spontaneously without relying on partial quark and lepton

seesaw, but with a different flavor structure in the Yukawa sector.

The main results of the paper are the following. (i) A low mass WR is needed to

explain R(D∗, D) anomaly consistent with LHC and LEP constraints, with the mass range

given by 1.2 (1.8) TeV ≤MWR
≤ 3 TeV in the parity asymmetric (symmetric) version. (ii)

The widths of the WR and ZR turn out to be relatively large, Γ(WR, ZR)/MWR,ZR
≥ 20%,

when R(D∗, D) anomaly is explained, which helps us reconcile their low masses with LHC

searches. (iii) Explaining R(D∗, D) observations imposes stringent constraints on the flavor

structure of the model in the right-handed sector. (iv) In the parity symmetric version, the

strong CP problem is solved without the need for an axion. This model predicts a vector-

like top partner quark to have a mass MT = (1.5 − 2.5) TeV. In the parity asymmetric

case, the flavor structure we adopt leads to a limit Mi < 2.5 TeV for several vector-like

quarks and leptons.

Our model setup differs significantly from that of refs. [8, 9] which also uses right-

handed currents in that all three families transform under SU(2)R in our case, as opposed to

only the third family in refs. [8, 9]. The models of refs. [10, 11] have new vector-like fermions

(and not the SM fermions) transforming under SU(2)R. The model of refs. [12, 13] also

assumes vector-like fermions transforming under SU(2)R, with the SM fermions acquiring

SU(2)R charge only via mixing with these vector-fermions. The universal seesaw setup that

we pursue here is independently motivated, as noted earlier, especially for the solution it

provides for the strong CP problem based on parity symmetry. There are of course other

popular explanations for the R(D∗, D) anomaly, in terms of leptoquarks [42–67], a W ′

that couples to left-handed fermion fields [60, 68–78], supersymmetry [79–82] and extra

dimension [83–86]. Explanations in terms of additional scalars [87–99] appear to be in

tension with the branching ratio constraint B(Bc → τν) [97, 100], but the significance of

the anomaly may still be reduced.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the details of the universal

seesaw version of the LR model. In section 3 we develop a parity asymmetric version

of the model and identify a suitable flavor structure for R(D∗, D) anomaly. Here we

also discuss how the constraints on the model from flavor changing observations such as

KL−KS mass difference, D−D̄, Bd,s−B̄d,s transitions, electroweak precision data, etc. are

satisfied. In section 4, we develop a parity symmetric versions, which also solves the strong

CP problem, which we briefly review. In section 5 we show how the model explains the
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R(D∗, D) anomaly. In section 6 we discuss how low mass WR and ZR required for explaining

R(D∗, D) evades the LHC and LEP constraints. We comment on some cosmological and

astrophysical constraints on the model in section 7. Finally, in section 8 we offer some

theoretical comments on the model and conclude.

2 Left-right symmetric models with universal seesaw

We focus on a class of left-right symmetric models based on the gauge group SU(3)c ×
SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L where fermion masses are induced through a universal seesaw

mechanism [24–29]. This setup enables one to define Parity (P ) as a spontaneously broken

symmetry. Imposing P would strongly constrain the gauge and Yukawa couplings of the

left-handed and right-handed fermions. We consider two versions of the model: one without

parity where the couplings in the left-handed and right-handed fermion sectors are arbitrary

and unrelated to each other; and a second one where parity is a softly broken symmetry

where the left-handed and right-handed Yukawa couplings are identified. We shall see

that both versions can explain the R(D∗, D) anomaly, but with different choices of flavor

structure. These models have the usual standard model fermions plus the right-handed

neutrinos needed to complete the right-handed lepton doublet. In contrast with the usual

left-right models, the universal seesaw version has four extra sets of vector-like fermions

which are SU(2)L × SU(2)R singlets, denoted as (Ua, Da, Ea, Na). The chiral fermions are

assigned to the gauge group as follows (i = 1− 3 is the family index):

QL,i

(
3, 2, 1,+

1

3

)
=

(
uL
dL

)
i

, QR,i

(
3, 1, 2,+

1

3

)
=

(
uR
dR

)
i

,

ψL,i (1, 2, 1,−1) =

(
νL
eL

)
i

, ψR,i (1, 1, 2,−1) =

(
νR
eR

)
i

. (2.1)

The three families (a = 1 − 3) of vector-like fermions have the following gauge quantum

numbers for both left-handed and right-handed chiralities:

Ua

(
3, 1, 1,+

4

3

)
, Da

(
3, 1,−2

3

)
, Ea(1, 1, 1,−2), Na(1, 1, 1, 0) . (2.2)

The Higgs sector is very simple consisting of a left-handed and a right-handed doublet:

χL(1, 2, 1,+1) =

(
χ+
L

χ0
L

)
, χR(1, 1, 2,+1) =

(
χ+
R

χ0
R

)
. (2.3)

Note in particular that there are no bidoublet scalar fields in the model. The physical Higgs

boson spectrum has just two neutral scalars, σL = Re(χ0
L)/
√

2 and σR = Re(χ0
R)/
√

2 which

mix, with the SM-like Higgs boson of mass 125 GeV identified as primarily σL. The charged

χ±L,R and neutral pseudo-scalar bosons Im(χ0
L,R)/

√
2 are eaten up by the (W±L ,W

±
R ) and

the (Z0
L, Z

0
R) gauge bosons. We shall denote the vacuum expectation values of the neutral

members of χL,R as 〈
χ0
L

〉
= κL;

〈
χ0
R

〉
= κR (2.4)

with κL ' 174 GeV.
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Among the charged gauge bosons, W±L and W±R do not mix at tree-level. Their masses

are given by

M2
W±L

=
g2
Lκ

2
L

2
, M2

W±R
=
g2
Rκ

2
R

2
. (2.5)

In the neutral gauge boson sector, the states (W3L, W3R, B) will mix (where B denotes

the B − L gauge boson). The photon filed Aµ remains massless, while the two orthogonal

fields ZL and ZR mix. The compositions of these fields, in a certain convenient basis, take

the form:

Aµ =
gLgRB

µ + gBgRW
µ
3L + gLgBW

µ
3R√

g2
B(g2

L + g2
R) + g2

Lg
2
R

ZµR =
gBB

µ − gRWµ
3R√

g2
R + g2

B

ZµL =
gBgRB

µ − gLgR
(

1 +
g2B
g2R

)
Wµ

3L + g2
BW

µ
3R√

g2
B + g2

R

√
g2
B + g2

L +
g2Bg

2
L

g2R

(2.6)

with the ZL − ZR mixing matrix given as

M2
ZL−ZR

=
1

2

 (g2
Y + g2

L)κ2
L g2

Y

√
g2Y +g2L
g2R−g

2
Y
κ2
L

g2
Y

√
g2Y +g2L
g2R−g

2
Y
κ2
L

g4R
g2R−g

2
Y
κ2
R +

g4Y
g2R−g

2
Y
κ2
L

 . (2.7)

Here gR and gB are the SU(2)R and U(1)B−L gauge couplings which are related to the

hypercharge coupling gY through the formula that embeds Y within SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L:

Y

2
= T3R +

B − L
2

⇒ g−2
Y = g−2

R + g−2
B . (2.8)

We have eliminated gB in favor of gY in eq. (2.7).

The physical states and their masses are given by

Z1 = cos ξ ZL − sin ξ ZR, Z2 = sin ξ ZL + cos ξ ZR,

M2
Z1
' 1

2
(g2
Y + g2

L)κ2
L, M2

Z2
'

g4
R

g2
R − g2

Y

κ2
R +

g4
Y

g2
R − g2

Y

κ2
L (2.9)

with the mixing angle ξ given approximately by

ξ '
g2
Y

g4
R

√
(g2
L + g2

Y )(g2
R − g2

Y )
κ2
L

κ2
R

. (2.10)

Here Z1 is identified as the Z boson. As it turns out, ξ is very small for typical parameters

that would be used to explain R(D∗, D) anomaly. A benchmark point is MW±R
= 2 TeV,

and gR = 2. This corresponds to κR = 1.4 TeV, in which case ξ ' 1.8 × 10−4. If we

choose instead, gR = gL ' 0.65, ξ ' 4.7 × 10−4, again for MW±R
= 2 TeV. Such a small
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value of ξ has very little impact in our analysis. For example, the new contribution to the

electroweak parameter αT is given by αT ' ξ2M2
ZR
/M2

ZL
' 1.6 × 10−5 (for gR = 2), well

below the experimental limits. The decays of Z2 into diboson channels, viz., Z2 →W+
LW

−
L

and Z2 → Z1h (where h is the 125 GeV Higgs boson) will proceed through the ZL − ZR
mixing, however, with non-negligible partial widths. We shall take ZL − ZR mixing into

account in discussing such diboson decays in section 6.

The Higgs potential of the model is given by

V = −
(
µ2
Lχ
†
LχL + µ2

Rχ
†
RχR

)
+
λ1L

2

(
χ†LχL

)2
+
λ1R

2

(
χ†RχR

)2
+ λ2

(
χ†LχL

)(
χ†RχR

)
.

(2.11)

If Parity symmetry is assumed, we would have λ1L = λ1R ≡ λ1. We shall allow for soft

breaking of P , in which case the quadratic terms µ2
L 6= µ2

R.2 The physical Higgs spectrum

is obtained from the σL−σR mixing matrix (σL = Re(χ0
L)/
√

2, σR = Re(χ0
R)/
√

2) given by

M2
σL,R

=

[
2λ1Lκ

2
L 2λ2κLκR

2λ2κLκR 2λ1Rκ
2
R

]
. (2.12)

The eigenstates and the respective mass eigenvalues are given by

h = cos ζ σL − sin ζ σR, H = sin ζ σL + cos ζ σR,

M2
h ' 2λ1L

(
1− λ2

2

λ1Lλ1R

)
κ2
L, M2

H ' 2λ1Rκ
2
R (2.13)

with the mixing angle ζ given by

tan 2ζ =
2λ2κLκR

(λ1Rκ2
R − λ1Lκ2

L)
. (2.14)

We note that boundedness of the potential requires

λ1L ≥ 0, λ1R ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ −
√
λ1Lλ1R . (2.15)

The mixing angle ζ will be relevant for the decays Z2 → Z1 + h, Z2 → Z1 + H, and

Z2 → h+H, the latter two when kinematically allowed.

Turning to the fermion masses, the Yukawa couplings and the mass terms in the charged

sector have the form

LYuk = YUQLχ̃LUR + Y ′UQRχ̃RUL +MUULUR

+ YDQLχLDR + Y ′DQRχRDL +MDDLDR

+ YEψLχLER + Y ′EψRχREL +MEELER + h.c. (2.16)

Here χ̃L,R = iτ2χ
∗
L,R. When Parity symmetry is imposed, under P the fermion and scalar

fields transform as follows:

QL ↔ QR, ψL ↔ ψR, UL ↔ UR, DL ↔ DR, EL ↔ ER, χL ↔ χR . (2.17)

2In ref. [40] it has been shown that soft breaking of P in the Higgs potential is not necessary if κR ∼
1011 GeV. For explaining R(D∗, D) via WR, our setup requires κR ∼ 2 TeV, in which case soft breaking of

P would be needed.
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Simultaneously, WL ↔WR. The parameters in eq. (2.16) would then satisfy the following

conditions:

YU = Y ′U , YD = Y ′D, YE = Y ′E , MU = M †U , MD = M †D, ME = M †E (2.18)

along with gL = gR on the SU(2)L and SU(2)R gauge couplings. If P is a softly broken

symmetry, then the hermiticity conditions on MU,D,E = M †U,D,E are not required. In the

P symmetric models that we discuss, we shall take MU,D,E 6= M †U,D,E .

The 6×6 mass matrices in the up-quark, down-quark and charged lepton sectors arising

from eq. (2.16) take the form

MU,D,E =

(
0 YU,D,EκL

Y ′†U,D,EκR MU,D,E

)
. (2.19)

Here the basis is (u, c, t, U, C, T ) in the up-quark sector, (d, s, b,D, S,B) in the down-quark

sector and (e, µ, τ, E1, E2, E3) in the charged lepton sector, with the left-handed fields

multiplying the matrix from the left and the right-handed fields multiplying from the right

in eq. (2.19). (We use capitalized (U,C, T ) for the heavy vector-like up-quarks and so

forth.) If the determinants of the bare mass terms MU,D,E in eq. (2.19) are all nonzero, the

light eigenvalues will be given by mi ∼ YiY
′
i κLκR/Mi (ignoring generation mixing). This

is the universal seesaw mechanism.

If parity is imposed as a softly broken symmetry, then Y ′U,D,E = YU,D,E in eq. (2.19).

Note that MU,D,E can be non-hermitian as these terms break P only softly. The QCD

parameter θ can be set to zero by virtue of Parity. Furthermore, the VEVs κL,R can be

made real by SU(2)L,R gauge rotations. This is a crucial point possible only because the

Higgs sector is very simple. With parity, then, we have the determinants of MU and MD
being real. This leads to the result θ = 0 at tree-level [28, 29]. Even with MU,D 6= M †U,D,

nonzero θ is induced via two-loop diagrams, which turn out to be of order 10−10 [28, 29, 40].

Thus the parity symmetric version of the model provides a simple solution to the strong

CP problem without the need for an axion.

The soft breaking of P in the scalar mass terms of eqs. (2.11) and in the fermion mass

terms of (2.16) can be understood as a spontaneous breaking at a higher scale. A Parity

odd real singlet scalar field S can couple to the Higgs fields and the fermion fields [102].

Under P , S → −S. These couplings, along with the P symmetric bare couplings are

given by:

LS = µ2
0

(
χ†LχL + χ†RχR

)
+
{
M0
UULUR +M0

DDLDR +M0
EELER + h.c.

}
+ µ1S

(
χ†LχL − χ

†
RχR

)
+ S

{
Y S
U ULUR + Y S

DDLDR + Y S
EELER + h.c.

}
(2.20)

with M0
U,D,E = M0†

U,D,E and Y S
U,D,E = −Y S†

U,D,S . Once S acquires a vacuum expectation

value, the mass parameters of eq. (2.11) will be generated with µ2
L = µ2

0 + µ1 〈S〉 and

µ2
R = µ2

0 − µ1 〈S〉. Similarly, in eq. (2.16) non-hermitian mass matrices will be generated

given by MU,D,E = M0
U,D,E +Y S

U,D,SE 〈S〉. Although we shall not explicitly make use of the

– 7 –
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parity odd singlet scalar S, this argument shows the consistency of treating P as a softly

broken symmetry.

As for the neutrinos, the Yukawa Lagrangian is given by

LνYuk = YνψLχ̃LNR + Y ′νψRχ̃RNL + ỸνψLχ̃LN
c
R + Ỹ ′νψRχ̃RN

c
L

+MNNLNR + µLN
T
LCNL + µRN

T
RCNR + h.c. (2.21)

Note the presence of a Dirac mass term MN and Majorana mass terms µL and µR. The

12 × 12 Majorana mass matrix in the basis (νi, ν
c
i , Ni, N

c
i ) — with all fields taken to be

left-handed and the matrices to be taken real for simplicity — is given by

Mν =


0 0 YνκL ỸνκL
0 0 Y ′νκR Ỹ ′νκR

Y T
ν κL Y

′T
ν κR µL MN

Ỹ T
ν κL Ỹ

′T
ν κR MT

N µR

 . (2.22)

Under parity, NL ↔ NR, which would imply Yν = Y ′ν , Ỹν = Ỹ ′ν , µL = µR and MN = M †N .

The last two relations will not hold when P is softly broken, and therefore will not be

assumed. An interesting feature of this mass matrix is that it naturally leads to light sterile

neutrinos. Thus this setup allows for the kinematic decay of B meson into these sterile

neutrinos. To see the emergence of light sterile neutrinos, consider decoupled generations

and focus on one such generation. With MN ∼ µL,R, two eigenvalues of the mass matrix

in eq. (2.22) will be of order MN , while the νc state will have a mass of order Y 2
ν κ

2
R/MN .

The lighter ν state has a mass of order Y 2
ν κ

2
L/MN . In order to explain the smallness of

the light neutrino masses, MN � κR would be preferred. We see that with κR �MN , the

mass of νR is much smaller than κR, and can be in the sub-MeV range. It is also possible

that µL ∼ µR � MN , with additional symmetries keeping the bare Dirac mass MN of

order TeV, just as the charged fermion bare mass terms. The Majorana mass terms µL,R,

which could obey different selection rule, need not be protected by such symmetries and

can be of order 1010 GeV or so. Again, νR mass will be much smaller than κR and may be

in the sub-MeV or even in the eV range.

It is intriguing to note that the νL to νR mass ratio is approximately given as κ2
L/κ

2
R,

provided that there is no special flavor structure in MN , µL and µR. From a fit to the

R(D∗, D) anomaly we shall find the ratio (κL/κR)2 ∼ 1/60, in which case the sterile

neutrino mass comes out to be near 3 eV, if we use the active neutrino mass to be 0.05 eV

from atmospheric neutrino oscillation data, assuming normal mass ordering. This is in

the right range for explaining the MiniBoone and LSND neutrino oscillation data. (See

however, the cosmological caveat noted in footnote 4.) We shall allow for this possibility,

as well as the case where the νR states are heavier (except for ντR) as a result of possible

structures in the bare mass terms in eq. (2.22).

It should be noted that there is an option to remove the singlet fields NL and NR from

the theory, in which case the neutrino will be pure Dirac particle [101]. It is also possible to

provide the light active neutrinos small Majorana masses by introducing a ∆L(1, 3, 1,+2)

field via type-II seesaw mechanism. A parity partner ∆R(1, 1, 3,+2) can acquire a small
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induced VEV and generate small Majorana masses for the νR fields [41]. For concreteness

we shall adopt the mass matrix of eq. (2.22) for neutrino mass generation, and not these

variant schemes.

3 Parity asymmetric flavor structure without FCNC

In this section we develop a scenario without assuming parity symmetry that explains

the R(D∗, D) anomaly consistent with other flavor violation constraints. When parity

symmetry is not assumed, the left-handed and right-handed fermions can have independent

Yukawa couplings. Thus this version of the model has more freedom, compared to the

parity symmetric version that will be developed in the next section. We choose in this case

a specific flavor structure motivated on the one hand by R(D∗, D) anomaly and by the

need to eliminate large flavor violation that could arise in this setup on the other hand.

Suppose that parity is not a good symmetry. Then the seesaw mechanism may be

only effective partially, which happens when Det(MU,D,E) = 0. In this case, the seesaw

formula breaks down for some fermions. To see this in detail, let us work in a basis where

the fermion mass matrices are block-diagonal and MU,D,E are diagonal. If any one of the

diagonal elements of MU,D,E is zero we have Det(MU,D,E) = 0. In that case, the fermion

fields split into two groups: for a generation for which the vector-like bare mass term

vanishes, there is a heavy fermion with mass ∼ Y ′κR which is coupled to WR, and a light

fermion with masses ∼ Y κL coupling only to WL. For the generations for which MF 6= 0,

there is a light fermion whose mass is given by the seesaw formula mi ∼ YiY ′i κLκR/Mi and

which couples to both WL and WR. It is this property of partial seesaw which helps us to

have a WR couple exclusively to bRγµcR and τRγµνR in the parity asymmetric case.

As an explicit example, we make the following choice. In the quark sector, for the

various blocks of the mass matrices of eq. (2.19) we choose:

YU = V †LY
diag
U , Y ′U = V †RY

′ diag
U , MU = diag(0,M2, 0)

YD = Y diag
D , Y ′D = Y ′ diag

D , MD = diag(0, 0,M3) (3.1)

Here Y diag
U = diag(Y u

1 , Y
u

2 , Y
u

3 ), Y ′ diag
U = diag(Y ′u1 , Y ′u2 , Y ′u3 ), Y diag

D = diag(Y d
1 , Y

d
2 , Y

d
3 ) and

Y ′ diag
D = diag(Y ′d1 , Y ′d2 , Y ′d3 ) are arbitrary diagonal matrices. VL is the left-handed CKM

matrix, while VR is the right-handed CKM matrix, which is unrelated to VL. VL is chosen

to fit the CKM matrix elements, while we choose VR to have the form:

VR =

 1 ε1 ε2
−ε1 ε3 1

−ε2 1 ε4

 . (3.2)

This form of VR is motivated by the need to generate cRγµbRW
µ
R coupling. Here |εi| � 1

are small parameters needed only for cosmology. For collider phenomenology we could set

εi to zero, but in this case there would be additional symmetries which would make some

of the vector-like quarks absolutely stable. Tiny values of εi ∼ 10−6 would lead to their

decay at cosmologically acceptable time scales [103].
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With this choice of Yukawa coupling and mass matrices, after rotating the fields to

remove V †L and V †R in eq. (3.1) so that they appear in the W±L and W±R interactions, the

quark mass matrices become diagonal except in the c − C and the b − B sectors, where

they are given by the matrices of the seesaw form:

Mc−C =

(
0 Y u

2 κL
Y ′u2 κR M2

)
, Mb−B =

(
0 Y d

3 κL
Y ′d3 κR M3

)
. (3.3)

The light quark masses are then obtained to be

mu = Y u
1 κL, mc '

Y u
2 Y
′u

2 κLκR
M2

, mt = Y u
3 κL

md = Y d
1 κL, ms = Y d

2 κL, mb '
Y d

3 Y
′d

3 κLκR
M3

. (3.4)

The heavy quark masses, on the other hand, are found to be:

MU = Y ′u1 κR, MC 'M2, MT = Y ′u3 κR

MD = Y ′d1 κR, MS ' Y ′d2 κR, MB 'M3 . (3.5)

We choose the couplings (Y u
1 , Y

u
3 ) and (Y d

1 , Y
d

2 ) hierarchically to fit the masses of (u, t)

and (d, s) quarks. It is clear from eqs. (3.4)–(3.5) that for low values of κR ' 2 TeV needed

to explain R(D∗, D) anomaly, (Y ′u1 , Y ′u3 ) cannot be equal to (Y u
1 , Y

u
3 ) — as that would

lead to light vector-like fermions excluded by the LHC — and similarly for the down quark

sector. Hence the need to assume parity violation in this type of flavor choice.

The zeros in MF in eq. (3.1) implies that WR couples only to the heavy quarks

(U, T,D, S) and not to the corresponding light quarks (u, t, d, s). On the other hand,

for the bottom and charm quarks, the masses are given by the quark seesaw formula and

therefore these light fields have both WL and WR interactions. The W±R couplings to the

physical quark fields is given by

Lq
W±R

=
gR√

2

(
UR cR TR

)
γµVR

DR

SR
bR

 W+µ
R + h.c. (3.6)

With the form of VR given in eq. (3.2), this interaction clearly contains the desired term

cRγµbRW
+µ
R for explaining the R(D∗, D) anomaly, and no other term involving the light

quarks that could lead to unacceptable flavor violation.

In the charged lepton sector we choose for the matrix ME in eq. (2.19)

YE = diag(Y e
1 , Y

e
2 , Y

e
3 ), Y ′E = diag(Y ′e1 , Y

′e
2 , Y

′e
3 ), ME = diag(0, 0,ME) . (3.7)

This leads to decoupled e and µ fields, while the τ lepton mixes with the E3 field via the

seesaw mass matrix

Mτ−E3 =

(
0 Y e

3 κL
Y ′e3 κR ME

)
. (3.8)
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The light and heavy lepton masses are then given by

me = Y e
1 κL, mµ = Y e

2 κL, mτ '
Y e

3 Y
′e

3 κLκR
ME

ME1 = Y ′e1 κR, ME2 = Y ′e2 κR, ME3 'ME . (3.9)

This structure leads to the leptonic interactions of WR given by

L`
W±R

=
gR√

2

(
E1R E2R τR

)
γµ

νeRνµR
ντR

 W−µR + h.c. (3.10)

We see that the only interactions of WR with light leptons is of the form τRγµντRW
−µ
R ,

which is the desired coupling to explain R(D∗, D). Integrating out the WR field using

eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.10) would induce a unique effective dimension six operator involving

light quarks and leptons given by Heff '
g2R

2M2
WR

b̄RγµcRν̄τRγ
µτR + h.c. Its contribution to

R(D∗, D) will be analyzed in section 5.

3.1 Avoiding flavor changing neutral current constraints

As is well known, the right-handed WR interactions contribute to flavor changing effects

such as to KL−KS , Bs− B̄s and Bd− B̄d mixings at the one loop level via box diagrams.

The dominant new contributions arise from the WL −WR mediated box graphs [17]. In

the context of LR models without vector-like quarks, such constraints put WR mass to be

MWR
/gR ≥ 2.5 TeV, assuming that the left-handed CKM mixing matrix VL and its right-

handed counterpart VR are equal. For gR ' 2, which is what would be needed to explain

R(D∗, D) anomaly, the limit on WR mass is of order 5 TeV, much above the needed value

to explain R(D∗, D). In this subsection, we show how the flavor structure for the Yukawa

couplings and the mass matrices shown in eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) completely evades these bounds.

In the parity asymmetric version of the quark seesaw model, the dominant contribu-

tions to ∆F = 2 flavor changing effects arise from diagrams of such as the one shown in

figure 1. These amplitudes can be symbolically written as follows:

∆MK ∝ (VL)is(MU )ij(VR)∗jd(VR)`s(MU )k`(VL)∗kd

∆MBs ∝ (VL)is(MU )ij(VR)∗jb(VR)`s(MU )k`(VL)∗kb

∆MBd
∝ (VL)ib(MU )ij(VR)∗jd(VR)`b(MU )k`(VL)∗kd

∆MD ∝ VL)∗ci(MD)ij(VR)uj(VR)∗c`(MD)k`(VL)uk . (3.11)

Note that by our choice of matrices, MUVR = O(ε) where ε can be a very small number,

of order 10−6 or so. This removes the K and Bd,s meson mixing constraints from the

dominant source. Furthermore, since (MDV
T
R )iu = O(ε) this also removes the D − D̄

mixing constraint.

The absence of new contributions to K − K, Bd,s − Bd,s and D − D mixing in the

model can also be seen directly from the charged current WR interaction of eq. (3.6), which
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Figure 1. Dominant diagrams inducing ∆F = 2 interactions such as K0 −K0 mixing in the LR

parity asymmetric quark seesaw model.

is written in terms of physical mass eigenstates, along with the adopted form of VR of

eq. (3.2). These meson mixing diagrams simply do not connect.

The mixing of b − B, c − C and τ − E3 as given by eq. (3.3) and eq. (3.10) would

imply that there is some amount of flavor violation in the model. While such mixings in

the right-handed sector do not lead to modifications in the interactions of b, c, τ with the

Z boson — as these right-handed fields have identical SM gauge quantum numbers, the

miixings of left-handed fields will modify the interactions of (bL, cL, τL) with respect to the

standard model. The charged current W±L interactions in the physical mass eigenbasis for

the quarks is modified and is given by

Lq
W±L

=
gL√

2

(
uL cL tL CL

)
γµJL


dL
sL
bL
BL

 W+µ
L + h.c. (3.12)

where JL is given by

JL =


Vud Vus Vubcb Vubsb
Vcdcc Vcscc Vcbcccb Vcbccsb
Vtd Vts Vtbcb Vtbsb
Vcdsc Vcssc Vcbsccb Vcbscsb

 . (3.13)

Here Vij stand for elements of the left-handed CKM matrix VL, while sc = sin θc and

sb = sin θb stand for the cL−CL and bL−BL mixing angles with cc = cos θc and cb = cos θb.

These angles are given by (see eq. (3.3)):

θc '
Y u

2 κL
M2

' mc

Y ′u2 κR
, θb '

Y d
3 κL
M3

' mb

Y ′d3 κR
(3.14)

Eq. (3.13) takes into account these mixings, and the fact that the gauge eigenstates CL
and BL have no direct couplings to WL. In the second halves of eq. (3.14) we made use of

the light eigenvalue for c and b quarks given in eq. (3.4). Note that these mixing angles

can be as small as 10−3, corresponding to κR = 1.4 TeV and Y ′u2 ∼ Y ′d3 ∼ 1.

The modification of W±L interactions with quarks will lead to some flavor violation.

The Standard Model box diagram contributions to K −K mixing is now given by [104]

HLL
eff =

GF√
2

α

4π sin2 θW
λiλj

[(
1 +

xixj
4

)
I2(xi, xj , 1)− 2xixjI1(xi, xj , 1)

]
(sLγµdL)2 .

(3.15)
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Here xi, λi and the loop functions Ii are defined as

xi =
m2
i

M2
WL

, i = u, c, t, C; λi = (JL)∗is(JL)id

I1(xi, xj , η) =
ηln(1/η)

(1− η)(1− xiη)(1− xjη)
+

xilnxi
(xi − xj)(1− xi)(1− xiη)

+ (i→ j),

I2(xi, xj , η) =
ln(1/η)

(1− η)(1− xiη)(1− xjη)
+

x2
i lnxi

(xi − xj)(1− xi)(1− xiη)
+ (i→ j)

I1(xi, xj , 1) = limη→1I1(xi, xj , η) . (3.16)

Similar expressions appear in WL − WR exchange diagrams, where we shall define η =

M2
WL
/M2

WR
. Analogous expressions can be written down for Bd,s −Bd,s mixing as well as

D − D mixing by interchanging the flavor indices appropriately. Since JL is not unitary,

GIM cancellation is no longer effective. However, deviations are quite small. For example,

with MC = 3 TeV for the charm partner mass, K0 −K0 mixing limit requires θc ≤ 0.03,

which is well within the allowed range of the model. The constraint on θc from Bd,s−Bd,s

mass splitting is also of the same order.

3.2 Universality and other flavor constraints

The mixing of c-quark with the vector-like C-quark, b with B and τ with E3 would imply

some modifications in precision electroweak parameters and universality in leptonic decays.

As we shall see below, our benchmark points needed to explain R(D∗, D) anomaly are fully

consistent with these constraints.

Lepton universality will be violated owing to τL−E3L mixing. In the charged current

interactions of W±L , this mixing will introduce a factor of cos θτ wherever τL appears, which

would lead to the modified interaction

LWL
τ =

gL√
2

cos θττLγ
µντLW

−
L + h.c. (3.17)

The decay τ → π + ντ will be modified, in relation to π → µνµ. The ratio of the effective

couplings, Aπ = G2
τπ/G

2
F provides the following constraint (sτ = sin θτ ):

Aπ =
G2
τπ

G2
F

= 1− s2
τ = 1.0020± 0.0073 [105]. (3.18)

Using 1 sigma error, this would lead to the bound sτ ≤ 0.073. This constraint, while

nontrivial, is easily satisfied within the model, where sτ is allowed to be as small as 0.001.

The interactions of the Z boson with light fermions are modified because of their

mixings with vector-like fermions. However, in the right-handed fermion sector, there are

no modifications, as the vector-like fermions have the same SM quantum numbers as the

usual fermions. The interactions of Z with light fermions are then modified to

LZ =
g

2cW

[
fL

{
T f3L(1− s2

f )−Qfs2
W

}
γµfL + fR(−Qfs2

W )γµfR

]
Zµ, (3.19)

where sf denotes the mixing of the left-handed fermion fL with a vector-like fermion. Here

sW = sin θW is the weak mixing angle, and cW = cos θW . The polarization asymmetry
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parameter Af , measured at LEP and SLD from forward-backward asymmetry and left-right

asymmetry, is now modified to

Af = ASM
f

(
1 +

δAf

ASM
f

)
(3.20)

where

δAf

ASM
f

'
−4Q2

f s
4
W s2

f

{
T f3L −Qf s2

W

}
{
T f3L − 2Qf s

2
W

}{(
T f3L

)2
− 2Qf s

2
W T f3L + 2Q2

f s
4
W

} . (3.21)

Eq. (3.21), when applied to c and b quarks and τ lepton would lead to the following shifts

(using s2
W = 0.2315):

δAb
ASM
b

= −0.158 s2
b ,

δAc
ASM
c

= −1.20 s2
c ,

δAτ
ASM
τ

= −12.38 s2
τ . (3.22)

Using experimental values of Ab, Ac and Aτ , which are given by [105] Ab = 0.923± 0.020,

Ac = 0.670±0.027 and Aτ = 0.1439±0.0043 (from Z pole data at LEP), and the theoretical

values based on SM given by ASM
b = 0.9347, ASM

c = 0.6677 with negligible errors, and

Aτ = A` = 0.1469, we obtain with 1 sigma error allowance the following limits on the

mixing angles:

sb ≤ 0.463, sc ≤ 0.176, sτ ≤ 0.048 . (3.23)

If we use the SLD value of Aτ = 0.136± 0.015 instead [105], which is somewhat discrepant

from the LEP value, we would get sτ ≤ 0.091.

The partial decay widths of the Z boson into bb, cc and τ+τ− will deviate from their

SM values by an amount given by

∆Γf

ΓSM
f

=
2Qfs

2
WT

f
3Ls

2
f(

T f3L −Qfs2
W

)2
+ (Qfs

2
W )2

, (3.24)

leading to
∆Γb
ΓSM
b

= 0.418s2
b ,

∆Γc
ΓSM
c

= 1.077s2
c ,

∆Γτ
ΓSM
τ

= 1.840s2
τ . (3.25)

The ratio Γ(Z → ττ)/Γ(Z → ee) = 1.0019 ± 0.0032 is well measured experimentally.

Compared to the SM, this ratio is modified by a factor 1−s2
τ . Using 1 sigma error, we find

a limit

sτ ≤ 0.053 . (3.26)

Similarly, Rb = Γ(Z → bb)/Γ(Z → hadrons) is modified from its SM value to Rb =

RSM
b (1 + 0.418s2

b). From the experimental value of Rb = 0.21629±0.00066 [105], we obtain

a limit

sb ≤ 0.085 . (3.27)

A similarly defined ratio Rc is modified to Rc = RSM
c (1 + 1.077s2

c). Comparing with the

experimental value Rc = 0.1721± 0.0030 we obtain

sc ≤ 0.127 . (3.28)
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All these constraints are seen to be consistent with the model parameters required to

explain R(D∗, D). We thus conclude that the model in its parity asymmetric form can lead

to the desired flavor structure of W±R currents without inducing unwanted flavor violation

in other sectors. In section 5 we show how this flavor structure enables us to explain

R(D∗, D) in terms of right-handed currents. Most of the constraints derived and found

to be satisfied in this section also apply to the parity symmetric scenario discussed in the

next section.

4 Parity symmetric flavor structure without FCNC

In this section we develop a scenario which explains R(D∗, D) anomaly via right-handed

currents that is also Parity symmetric. Apart from its aesthetic appeal, such a scheme

can also solve the strong CP problem using Parity symmetry without the need for an

axion [28, 29]. Our setup is identical to the one discussed in the previous section, with

the gauge symmetry being SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L. This version of the

LR model has been shown to solve the strong CP problem owing to the structure of the

quark mass matrices that is Parity invariant. First of all, Parity sets θQCD to zero. Under

P , fermions transform as qL ↔ qR, ψL ↔ ψR, (U,D,E)L ↔ (U,D,E)R, while the Higgs

fields transform as χL ↔ χR. Simultaneously the gauge fields transform as WL ↔ WR.

Consequently, the seesaw quark mass matrices take the form

MU,D =

(
0 YU,D κL

Y †U,D κR MU,D

)
(4.1)

with the condition M †U,D = MU,D. By separate SU(2)L and SU(2)R gauge rotations the

VEVs of χL and χR, κL and κR, can be chosen to be real. The determinant ofMU .MD is

then real, implying that θ = 0 at tree level. It has been shown that in this setup, there is

no induced θ at one loop level [28, 29]. We shall briefly review this result in this section,

where we show that soft breaking of P which allows for MU,D 6= M †U,D does not spoil this

result. A small value of θ is induced via two loop diagrams, estimated to be θ ∼ 10−10,

which is consistent, but not very far from the limit obtained from neutron electric dipole

moment [28, 29, 40].

It will be desirable to keep the solution to the strong CP problem of the setup and at

the same time provide an explanation for the R(D∗, D) anomaly. This is what we take up in

this section. Parity was explicitly broken in the discussion of section 3, which therefore has

no relevance to the strong CP solution. Recall that a flipping of uR and UR (and similarly

other quark and lepton fields) played an important role in the discussion of section 3. The

bare mass terms for certain vector-like quarks were set to zero to achieve such flips. Parity

can then not be imposed, or else the masses of the u and U quarks will be in the ratio

κL/κR which should be of order (1/10− 1/20) in order to explain R(D∗, D). The resulting

light vector-like quarks are not allowed by experimental limits.

In the up-quark sector, consider the case where YU is proportional to the identity

matrix, and MU an arbitrary non-hermitian matrix:

YU = yu × diag(1, 1, 1), MU = V 0
R. diag(Mu

1 ,M
u
2 ,M

u
3 ). V 0†

L . (4.2)
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One can remove the unitary matrices V 0
L and V 0

R appearing in eq. (4.2) by the following

field transformations:

UL = V 0
RU

0
L, UR = V 0

LU
0
R, uR = V 0

Ru
0
R, uL = V 0

Lu
0
L . (4.3)

This will induce a flavor structure V 0
L in the WL and V 0

R in the WR charged current

interactions, with V 0
L and V 0

R approximately — but not exactly — being the left-handed

and right-handed CKM matrices. Note that V 0
L and V 0

R are unrelated. In the new basis,

the up-quark mass matrix becomes block-diagonal, with each block given by

Mui =

(
0 yuκL

yuκR Mu
i

)
. (4.4)

For the up and charm quarks, with Mu
i � yuκR, the eigenvalues are given as

mu '
y2
uκLκR
Mu

1

, MU 'Mu
1

mc '
y2
uκLκR
Mu

2

, MC = Mu
2 . (4.5)

As for the top quark, the t−T mixing in the right-handed sector cannot be too small, and

hence the seesaw formula that applies to u and c quarks is not applicable. The reason is

that MT ≡Mu
3 cannot be taken to be much larger than yuκR, or else the top quark mass

will be suppressed compared to the electroweak scale κL. The physical top quark state

and its partner T quark state are given as (ct = cos θt, st = sin θt, t
0 and T 0 are mass

eigenstates)

t0R = cttR + stTR, T 0
R = −sttR + ctTR (4.6)

with the tR − TR mixing angle given as

tan θt =
yuκR
Mu

3

. (4.7)

Analogous mixing in the tL − TL sector is small, given by replacing κR by κL in tan θt.

We shall take the limit Mu
3 � yuκR, so that the mass eigenvalues are:

mt ' yuκL, MT ' yuκR .

This corresponds to a flip of tR ↔ TR, implying that the light top tR will not have WR

interactions. Such a choice, with ct → 0, helps with suppressing FCNC arising from

WL −WR mixed box diagrams, as discussed later.

In the down quark mass matrix, the matrices YD and MD of eq. (4.1) are chosen as

YD =

 0 Y d
1 0

Y d
2 0 0

0 0 Y d
3

 , MD =

 0 Md
1 0

Md
2 0 0

0 0 Md
3

 . (4.8)
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This mass matrix consists of three 2 × 2 block-diagonal matrices:

Ldmass =
(
d1L D1L

)(Y d
1 κL 0

Md
1 Y d

2 κR

)(
D2R

d2R

)
+
(
d2L D2L

)( 0 Y d
2 κL

Y d
1 κR Md

2

)(
d1R

D1R

)

+
(
d3L D3L

)( 0 Y d
3 κL

Y d
3 κR Md

3

)(
d3R

D3R

)
+ h.c. (4.9)

The third block is the usual seesaw matrix, identified as the b−B sector. The eigenvalues

are given approximately by

mb '
(Y d

3 )2κLκR

Md
3

, mB 'Md
3 . (4.10)

The first block in eq. (4.9) turns out to be the s − S sector. We take Md
1 ∼ Y d

2 κR in

this block, so that d2R−D2R mixing is significant. We shall further take the limit Md
1 → 0,

in which case the light state will be composed of D2R with the d2R belonging to the heavy

state. Analogous to the t− T sector, we identify the physical states as

s0
R = cssR + ssSR, S0

R = −sssR + csSR (4.11)

with the sR − SR mixing angle given as

tan θs =
Y d

2 κR

Md
1

. (4.12)

The eigenvalues ms and mS of the first block matrix are:

ms ' Y d
1 κL, MS ' Y d

2 κR. (4.13)

Note that this flips d2R with D2R. That is, d2R is the heavy state that couples to WR while

D2R is the light state with no coupling to WR.

For the second block matrix in eq. (4.9), we take Md
2 � Y d

1 κR, leading to the eigen-

values:

md '
Y d

1 Y
d

2 κLκR

Md
2 ,

mD 'Md
2 .

This ligther eigenvalue is smaller than the lighter eigenvalue of the first block, ms ' Y d
1 κL,

see eq. (4.13), and therefore should be identified as the d-quark. Thus, dR couples to WR.

The identification in the limit cos θs → 0 is this: d1R = dR, d2L = dL, d1L = sL,

D2R = sR. The flip d2L ↔ d1L is no concern, since that can be compensated by the

arbitrary form of V 0
L in WL charged current. In fact, with this interchange implemented,

V 0
L will be identified as the left-handed CKM matrix VL.

Suppose the form of V 0
R in eq. (4.2) is

V 0
R =

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0

 . (4.14)
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This form of V 0
R is motivated by maximizing new contributions to R(D∗, D) — with the

(2,3) entry being 1. The flippling sR ↔ SR helps with suppressing the decay τ → Kντ
which would set significant constraints on new contributions to R(D∗, D), if it is allowed.

The uRγ
µd2RW

µ
R coupling will now involve the heavy D2R state and will not lead to

τ → Kν decay.

This form of the right-handed CKM matrix V 0
R is chosen to fit the R(D∗, D) anomaly

via right-handed currents while suppressing new contributions to K0 − K0, Bd,s − Bd,s

and D0 −D0 mixing mediated by WL −WR mixed box diagrams. The amplitude for such

mixed box diagrams, while suppressed by a factor of (g2
R/g

2
L)(M2

WL
/M2

WR
), is enhanced by

a numerical factor of about 103 arising from combinatorial factor of 8, enhanced matrix

element (for the case of K0−K0 mixing) of order 20 and a factor ln(m2
c/M

2
WR

) ' 8 [17, 106].

Thus, suppression of these mixed box diagram contributions is essential for explaining

R(D∗, D) anomaly. In addition to the form of V 0
R given in eq. (4.14), a second form can also

be considered in principle, with the interchange of first and second column in eq. (4.14).

However, this case, while being consistent with FCNC induced by box diagrams, would

lead to the decay τ → πντ , leading to universality violation at such a level as to make new

contributions to R(D∗, D) not significant. We shall not consider such a form as a result.

With these form of V 0
R of eq. (4.14), constraints from K0 − K0, Bd,s − Bd,s mixing and

D0 − D0 mixing can be readily satisfied, as we shall see. Such a form of V 0
R would lead

to excessive meson mixing in the standard formulation of left-right symmetric models, but

not in the quark seesaw version.

Including the large tR − TR mixing as well as sR − SR mixing, the right-handed CKM

matrix given in eq. (4.14) appears in the charged current interactions as

LWR
=
gR√

2

(
u0
R, c

0
R, t

0
R, T

0
R

)
0 cs 0 −ss
0 0 1 0

ct 0 0 0

−st 0 0 0

 γµ


d0
R

s0
R

b0R
S0
R

W+µ
R + h.c. (4.15)

The 4 × 4 mixing matrix appearing in eq. (4.15) will be denoted as VR. Unlike the light

quark partners, the top-quark partner (and the strange quark partner) have to be relatively

light. Note that there is no light vector-like fermion even with Mu
3 = 0, since the Yukawa

coupling yu is of order one. However, this choice would predict MT /mt = κR/κL, which

for explaining R(D∗, D) anomaly is about 10− 20. Thus, the mass of the top partner is in

the range (1.5− 2.5) TeV in this scenario. The mixing angle θt → π/2 in this limit, which

means that cos θt → 0. All entries in the third row of the 4 × 4 matrix VR in eq. (4.15)

vanish for this choice. Similarly, in the limit cs → 0, all entries in the second column of VR
in eq. (4.15) would vanish. As already noted, this would prevent the decay τ → Kντ . As

a result of ct → 0, box diagrams involving WL −WR exchange would be suppressed, thus

evading stringent flavor constrains from meson-antimeson oscillations.

To see the suppression of WL −WR box diagrams shown for this case in figure 2, we

note that their amplitudes are given as in standard LR models, but with internal T quark
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Figure 2. Leading WL −WR exchange diagram contribution to K0 − K0 mass splitting in the

parity symmetric LR model.

included. The effective Hamiltonian for K0 −K0 mixing is given by [106]

HLR
efff =

GF√
2

α

4πs2
W

λiλj2η(xixj)
1/2 [(4+xixjη)I1(xi,xj ,η)−(1+η)I2(xi,xj ,η)] (sRdL)(sLdR)

(4.16)

where η = M2
WL
/M2

WR
, xi = m2

i /M
2
WL

for i = u, c, t, T and the functions I1 and I2 are

defined in eq. (3.16). The parameter λi are defined as

λi ≡ (VL)∗is(VR)id . (4.17)

With VR given by the 4× 4 matrix of eq. (4.15), and with ct → 0, the new contributions to

K0 −K0 mixing vanishes. The WL −WR box diagram would require chirality flips on the

T -quark internal lines. However, TL has no coupling to WL, being a singlet of SU(2)L, and

thus there is no contribution to K0 −K0 mixing. Contributions to Bd − Bd mixing also

vanishes, being proportional to mcMT . New contributions to Bs −Bs mixing also vanish,

as the second column of VR is all zero in the limit cs → 0. Similarly, new contributions

to D0 − D0 also vanishes, since this requires chirality flip of S quark. Thus, the flavor

structure in the quark sector is consistent with the most stringent constraints from FCNC.

It should be pointed out that the form of the right-handed CKM matrix given in

eq. (4.14) can also be realized in the standard left-right symmetric models without parity

symmetry. There is a related possibility where the first and second column of eq. (4.14)

are interchanged. Such models cannot explain R(D∗, D) anomaly, however. In this case, if

we adopt a form for V 0
R where first and second column are interchanged in eq. (4.14), there

would be a new contributions to Bs − Bs which goes as [(VL)∗tb(VR)ts]
2mt. We find the

constraint from this mixing on the WR mass to be 40 TeV with gR = gL, and even stronger

if gR > gL. Similarly, with form of V 0
R as it is, K0 −K0 mixing will receive a contribution

proportional to [(VL)∗ts(VR)td]
2m2

t , which leads to a constraint MWR
≥ 70 TeV for gR = gL.

New contributions to Bd−Bd mixing will go as [(VL)∗tb(VR)td]
2m2

t . We obtained a stringent

limit of WWR
≥ 225 TeV in this case.3 It is clear that these constraints would contradict

the WR mass of order 2 TeV and gR = 2 needed to explain R(D∗, D). These contributions

are absent in the P symmetric universal seesaw model, when ct and cs in eq. (4.15) are

3In all cases, when the WL − WR diagram gives nonzero contributions, we have followed the matrix

element evaluations compiled in the first of refs. [18, 19] to obtain limits quoted here.
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small. The standard LR models also does not allow for a suppressed coupling of ZR with

electron which is needed to be consistent with LEP bounds.

With the form of W±R interaction given in eq. (4.15), W±R will not be produced reso-

nantly at hadron colliders nor by u− s fusion when cs → 0. Interactions of eq. (4.15) are

exactly of the right form needed to explain the R(D∗, D) anomaly. For this purpose we

should specify the couplings of W±R to leptons as well to which we now turn.

In the charged lepton sector the seesaw mass matrix has a form as given in eq. (2.19).

Here again, as in the quark sector, we shall assume that Parity is softly broken in the

bare mass terms of the vector-like E fields. As a result, ME is not hermitian. This

soft breaking in the leptonic sector will help suppress ZR coupling to electrons, which is

strongly constrained by LEP data. This suppression is achieved by flipping the eR field

with a vector-like lepton field, as discussed below.

Flipping of eR field with one of the ER fields can be achieved by the following choice

for the block mass matrices YE and ME in eq. (2.19):

YE =

∗ ∗ Y e
1

∗ ∗ Y e
2

∗ ∗ Y e
3

 , ME =

M11 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ M23

∗ M32 ∗

 (4.18)

where a * indicates small entry. When the * entries are ignored, all three chiral families

would be massless. Thus, the couplings Y e
i are not constrained by the light lepton masses,

and can be of order one. With all the * entries set to zero, this matrix can be exactly

diagonalized by the following basis transformations:

ψ0
R = URψR, ψ0

L = ULψL, (4.19)

which reads more explicitly as

e0
1R

e0
2R

e0
3R

E0
1R

E0
2R

E0
3R


=



cαRcθ cαRsθcφ cαRsθsφ 0 −sαR 0

0 sφ −cφ 0 0 0

sθ −cθcφ −cθsφ 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

sαRcθ sαRsθcφ sαRsθsφ 0 cαR 0





e1R

e2R

e3R

E1R

E2R

E3R


. (4.20)

Here e0
i and E0

i refer to mass eigenstates. The matrix UL is obtained from the matrix above

by replacing αR by αL and by interchanging the fifth and sixth rows. Here we have defined

Y e
1 = Y e cos θ, Y e

2 = Y e sin θ cosφ, Y e
3 = Y e sin θ sinφ,

tanαR =
κRY

e

M32
, tanαL =

κLY
e

M23
. (4.21)

In eq. (4.20), cαR = cosαR, cθ = cos θ, sφ = sinφ and so forth. The Lagrangian for the

lepton masses read as

Llep
mass = M11E0

1LE
0
1R +

M23

cαL

E0
2LE

0
2R +

M32

cαR

E0
3LE

0
3R + h.c. (4.22)
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We see that in this limit, all chiral leptons are massless, even when the Yukawa coupling

Y e is of order one. Furthermore, the angle αR can be of order one, while αL is much

smaller. In the limit M32 → 0, and with sin θ = 0, e1R and E2,3R will be flipped. That

is, e0
1R = −E2R and E0

3R = e1R. Note that the mass of E3, which is M32/cαR = Y eκR in

this limit, and can be of order TeV. This means that the mass of the vector like partner of

electron is less than about 4.5 TeV. However, if Y e is of order one, eL can potentially mix

with E2L with the mixing angle given by Y e
1 κL/M23. From lepton universality, this mixing

angle should be ≤ 0.03 or so, which can be satisfied by choosing M23 of order 10 TeV.

Note that if we had imposed Parity on the mass terms, M23 = M∗32, and this solution for

eR ↔ E2R flipping will be unavailable.

Once the small entries denoted as * in eq. (4.18) are included, small masses for e, µ and

τ will be generated. Care should be taken to ensure that the flipping indeed corresponds

to eR → E2R and not µR → E2R. There is enough freedom in the model to ensure this

condition. In what follows, we shall assume that such eR → E2R flipping has been done.

As for flavor violation, the discussions of section 3 apply to the parity symmetric

version as well. The bL − BL mixing angle is given as θb ' mb/(Y
d

3 κR) which can be as

small as 0.001, thus satisfying constraints from Rb. Similarly, sτ , sc, etc., can be small

enough to satisfy their experimental limits.

As for lepton non-universality in B-meson decay, we note that if νeR and νµR are heavy,

then the new decays of b → c ` νeR and b → c ` νµR will be kinematically forbidden, while

the decay b → c ` ντR will be allowed provided that ντR is light (which we assume). This

scenario can then explain the R(D∗, D) anomaly.

4.1 A complete theory with parity

A complete theory with Parity symmetry should explain why gR 6= gL, as needed for the

R(D∗, D) anomaly. This can happen at low energies in a variety of ways. Parity symmetry

may be spontaneously broken (without breaking SU(2)R symmetry) at a high scale Λ.

This can lead to an asymmetric spectrum under SU(2)L and SU(2)R in the energy interval

MI ≤ µ ≤ Λ, explaining why gL 6= gR at MI . The scales Λ and MI may be identified

with the GUT scale and an intermediate scale where the asymmetric matter sector acquire

their masses.

Alternatively, the full gauge symmetry could be SU(3)c×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(2)D×
U(1)B−L, where all fermion fields are neutral under the SU(2)D. A self-dual bifundamental

Higgs field ΦL(1, 2, 1, 2, 0) spontaneously breaks SU(2)L × SU(2)D down to its diagonal

subgroup SU(2)weak, which is identified as the weak interaction gauge symmetry. This filed

is accompanied by a right-handed partner field ΦR(1, 1, 2, 2, 0), which is assumed to have

no vacuum expectation value. Such an embedding would lead to the relation

g−2
w = g−2

L + g−2
D (4.23)

where gw is the weak SU(2)L gauge coupling and gD is the “dark” SU(2)D gauge coupling.

Even with gL = gR, one obtains gw 6= gR this way, and Parity is maintained above this

symmetry breaking scale. If SU(2)D is broken near the TeV scale, this dark sector can also

provide interesting dark matter candidates.
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The ΦR(1, 1, 2, 2, 0) field, which does not acquire a VEV, can be an interesting dark

matter candidate. Its existence is required by parity symmetry. Once SU(2)L × SU(2)D
breaks down to the diagonal SU(2)w by the VEV of ΦL, the field ΦR will transform under

SU(3)c × SU(2)w × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L as a (1, 2, 2, 0) scalar. This self-dual field has the

quantum numbers of a weak doublet, which turns out to be inert. Thus, a complete

parity embedding leads to a natural inert doublet dark matter model [107, 108], which has

been widely studied. It should be remarked that for ΦR to be a dark matter candidate, an

allowed quartic coupling χ†LΦLΦRχR should be absent, which can be arranged by a discrete

symmetry. No other couplings will affect the stability of ΦR dark matter.

4.2 Solving the strong CP problem

Here we briefly review how Parity symmetry solves the strong CP problem in the universal

quark seesaw framework [28, 29, 40]. We have already noted that parity symmetry sets

θQCD to zero. Furthermore, Det(MU .MD) (see eq. (4.1)) is real, so that there is no

tree-level contribution to θ. If θ is induced at the one-loop, it would be typically too

large, compared to the experimental limit of θ ≤ 10−10 arising from neutron electric dipole

moment. This is not an issue in our model, as the one-loop contributions to θ are all zero.

This is true even when parity is softly broken in the bare quark mass matrices MU,D in

eq. (4.1), as shown in refs. [28, 29]. We shall briefly review this result here.

Following refs. [28, 29], we write the up-quark mass matrix including loop corrections as

MU =M0
U (1 + C) . (4.24)

Then the contribution of up-type quarks to θ given by

θ = ArgDet(1 + C) = ImTr(1 + C) = ImTrC1 (4.25)

where C = C1 + C2 + . . . is used as a loop expansion. If the loop corrections to MU is

written as

δMU =

[
δMU

LL δMU
LH

δMU
HL δM

U
HH

]
, (4.26)

then θ is given by

θ = ImTr

[
− 1

κLκR
δMU

LL(Y †U )−1MUY
−1
U +

1

κL
δMU

LHY
−1
U +

1

κR
δMU

HL(Y †U )−1

]
. (4.27)

Note that the correction terms δMU
HH does not appear in θ at the one-loop level.

The one-loop diagrams that generate corrections to the up-quark mass matrix are

shown in figure 3. In evaluating these diagrams we shall treat the mass matrix as part of

the interaction Lagrangian, in which case the cross on the internal fermion line stands for all

possible tree-level diagrams where an initial fL becomes a fR. Defining FL,R = (u, U)L,R,

the tree-level mass matrix can be written as FLM0
UFR in the Lagrangian. The full tree-

level propagator with all possible mass insertions is then

FR

[
M0†

U

k2

k2 −M0
UM

0†
U

]
FL . (4.28)
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Figure 3. One loop corrections to the up quark mass matrix.

Now define the inverse matrix[
M0†

U

k2

k2 −M0
UM

0†
U

− k2

]−1

=

[
X(k2) Y (k2)

Y †(k2) Z(k2)

]
(4.29)

with X = X† and Z = Z†. Ordinary matrix multiplication determines X,Y, Z as(
κ2
RY
†
UYU +MUM

†
U − k

2
)
Y † = −κLMUY

†
UX

κLYUY
†
UX + YUM

†
UY
† =

1

κL
(I + k2X)

Y = −κLHYUM †UZ (4.30)

where

H = (κ2
LYUY

†
U − k

2)−1 = H† . (4.31)

The interaction corresponding to the cross on the internal fermion lines of figure 3 can be

read off from

−Ltree
eff = UR

[
k4

κL
Y −1
U Y (k2)

]
UL + uR

[
k2YUκRZ(k2)

]
UL

+ UR

[
k2

κL
Y −1
U {I + k2X(k2)}

]
uL + uR

[
k2YuκRY

†(k2)
]

+ h.c. (4.32)

Consider the scalar exchange diagram of figure 3 (a). Its amplitude is given by

δMU
LL =

∫
d4k

(2π)4
YU

1

κL
Y −1
U

k2Y (k2)Y †Uλ2κLκR
[(p− k)2 −M2

σL
][(p− k)2 −M2

σR
]
. (4.33)

Its contribution to θ, given by eq. (4.27), is

− ImTr

[
λ2

κL

∫
d4k

(2π)4

k2Y (k2)MU (YU )−1

[(p− k)2 −M2
σL

][(p− k)2 −M2
σR

]

]
. (4.34)
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We can evaluate the trace before performing the momentum integration, which yields

Tr[Y (k2)MUY
−1
U ] = −κLTr[(Y †UYUκ

2
L − k2)−1M †UZ(k2)MU ] . (4.35)

Since the righ-hand side is the product of two hermitian matrices, its trace is real. Hence

we conclude that the contribution from figure 3 (a) to θ is zero.

The gauge contributions from figure 3 (b) has the same flavor structure as figure 3 (a),

viz., Y (k2)Y †U . Therefore, the contribution from figure 3 (b) to θ is also zero. The off-

diagonal contribution from figure 3 (c)-(f) have the matrix structures

Figure 3 (c) :
[
I + k2X(k2)

]
YU

Figure 3 (d) :
[
I + k2X(k2)

]
(Y †U )−1 . (4.36)

After multiplying by Y −1
U , the relevant trace for θ is found to involve (I + k2X) and (I +

k2X)(YUY
†
U )−1. Both these traces are real, since X is hermitian. Finally, the contribution

from figure 3 (e) is proportional to Y †UYUZ(k2)Y †U and figure 3 (f) is Z(k2)Y †U . These

contributions to θ are also vanishing. Thus we see that all one-loop contributions to θ

are zero, even with the bare mass terms MU,D being non-hermitian. There are two-loop

diagrams that generate nonzero θ, which has been estimate to be of order 10−10 [28, 29, 40],

consistent with neutron EDM limits. Thus, this class of LR models provides a solution to

the strong CP problem without invoking the axion.

5 Explaining the R(D∗, D) anomaly

As mentioned in the introduction, the BaBar, Belle and LHCb collaborations have mea-

sured R(D) and R(D∗) to very high precision. The combined experimental values

are [109, 110]:

R(D)Exp = 0.407± 0.039± 0.024, (5.1)

R(D∗)Exp = 0.306± 0.013± 0.007. (5.2)

We see that R(D) and R(D∗) exceed the SM predictions by 2.3σ and 3.0σ respectively.

The net anomaly is about 3.78σ. The SM predictions for R(D∗) [109, 110] which shows an

arithmetic average of theory calculations [111–114] is:

R(D∗)SM = 0.258± 0.005. (5.3)

The SM predictions for R(D) from FLAG working group [115] is:

R(D)SM = 0.300± 0.008 (5.4)

Refs. [111–114] show that the SM error can be reduced to 0.003. The significance of R(D)

discrepancy does not change for these two values of SM error. We will quote results for

both these cases in the results section.
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In our model WR connects to both b̄RcR current and the τ̄Rντ,R current leading to the

effective operator:

Heff '
g2
R

2M2
WR

b̄RγµcRν̄τRγ
µτR + h.c. (5.5)

In the parity asymmetric model, we found that the implication of the above flavor choice

is that only the b and c quarks undergo quark seesaw. The resulting WR interaction

with quarks is given in eq. (3.6). Similarly in the lepton sector, only the tau-lepton field

undergoes seesaw which leads to lepton non-universal interaction of WR given in eq. (3.10),

which helps us explain the R(D∗, D) anomaly.

In the parity symmetric model, WR connection to the bRγµcR current arises from

eq. (4.15) while in the leptonic sector, only τRγµντR is allowed kinematically. This is the

case when νµR is heavier than 200 MeV or so. The νeR field couples to heavy leptons and

WR and thus will not be relevant for R(D∗, D) discussions.

To see if the interaction of eq. (5.5) may explain the R(D∗, D) anomaly, we vary gR and

WR and calculate R(D∗, D). We show a scatter plot with points (in gray) which explains

the anomaly in figure 4. The allowed ranges of R(D) and R(D∗) anomalies are enclosed by

the black lines and blue lines respectively. In sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.2, we apply the LHC

constraints on this parameter space.

Since the W±L −W
±
R mixing is very small, ∼ 10−6 − 10−7, arising only at the loop

level in this model, there is no interference between the SM W±l diagram and the new W±R
diagram in R(D∗, D). This leads to the relation

R(D∗, D) = R(D∗, D)SM

(
1 +

(
gRMWL

gLMWR

)
1

|Vcb|2

)
[8, 9]

which results in a very interesting prediction for this model: R(D)
R(D∗) = R(D)SM

R(D∗)SM
= 1.16.

Consequently, the ratio R(D)
R(D∗) is independent of MWR

.

In figure 5 we show gR as a function of WR mass in the 1 σ allowed overlapping regions

(between top blue and bottom black curves) arising from the simultaneous explanations of

R(D∗, D) anomalies. As can be seen in this figure, as gR increases MWR
takes larger values.

The maximum value of gR we use in figure 4 is 3.5 and from the figure 5, we find that

the corresponding WR mass is 3 TeV. We shall see later that for the range gR = (2 − 3),

the width of WR (and ZR) will remain a fraction of its mass, showing consistency with

perturbativityy.

6 Collider constraints: LHC and LEP

Let us first focus on the constraints arising from a low mass ZR boson predicted by the

model. The coupling of ZR gauge boson to fermions is given by the Lagrangian (ignoring

small ZL − ZR mixing)

LZR
=

g2
R√

g2
R − g2

Y

fL,R γµ

[
T3R −

YL,R
2

g2
Y

g2
R

]
fL,R Z

µ
R . (6.1)
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Figure 4. R(D,D∗) scatter-plot is shown by varying gR and MWR
. The boundaries of R(D) and

R(D∗) anomalies are shown by black and blue lines respectively. We show 1 σ allowed regions. The

upper limit on MWR
≤ 3 TeV arises from perturbativity.

Figure 5. gR vs MWR
in the allowed region of parameter space where R(D,D∗) anomalies are

satisfied simultaneously.

Here gR is the SU(2)R gauge coupling, gY is the hypercharge coupling given by g2
Y =

4πα/(1 − s2
W ) = 0.1279 (using values for the weak mixing angle s2

W (MZ) = 0.2315 and

α(mZ) = 1/127.9). T3R = ±1
2 or 0 for SU(2)R doublets and singlets. In the model under

discussion, all left-handed fermions will have T3R = 0. YL,R refer to the hypercharges

of fL,R with the normalization Y (eR) = −2. The B − L gauge coupling gB appearing

in the interactions has been replaced by the hypercharge coupling gY using the formula

that embeds Y within SU(2)R × U(1)B−L, see eq. (2.8). We shall treat gR as a variable

parameter, but note that g2
R ≥ g2

Y is required for consistency of eq. (2.8). We shall demand

that g2
R ≤ 4π to stay within perturbative limits.

The decay width for ZR → ff to fermions of mass mf is given by

Γ(ZR → ff) =
g4
R

g2
R − g2

Y

MZR

48π
β

[
3− β2

2
a2
f + β2 b2f

]
(6.2)

where

β =

√√√√1−
4m2

f

M2
ZR

, af = T3R −
YL + YR

2

g2
Y

g2
R

, bf = T3R −
YR − YL

2

g2
Y

g2
R

. (6.3)

In addition, ZR can decay into W+
LW

−
L pair utilizing the small ZL−ZR mixing and the

SM ZW+W− vertex. Although this partial decay width is suppressed by sin2 ξ (ξ is the

ZL −ZR mixing angle), it is enhanced by a factor (MZR
/MWL

)4, and could be significant.
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The decay width is given by [116]

Γ(Z2 →W+W−) =
g2
L sin2 ξ

192πc2
W

MZ2

[
MZ2

MW

]4
[

1−
4M2

W

M2
Z2

]3/2 [
1 + 20

M2
W

M2
Z2

+ 12
M4
W

M4
Z2

]
.

(6.4)

Z2 can also decay into h + Z. The interaction Lagrangian for this decay in our model is

given by

LZ−Z2−h = g2
Y

√
g2
Y + g2

L

g2
R − g2

Y

1√
2
κLZ

µ
1Z2µ h ≡ fZ1Z2hZ

µ
1Z2µh (6.5)

and the partial width is given by

Γ(Z2→Z+h) =
|fZ1Z2h/MZ1 |

2

192π
MZ2λ

1/2

[
1,
M2
Z1

M2
Z2

,
M2
h

M2
Z2

]{
λ

[
1,
M2
Z1

M2
Z2

,
M2
h

M2
Z2

]
+12

M2
Z1

M2
Z2

}
.

(6.6)

Here λ(a, b, c) ≡ a2 + b2 + c2 − 2ab− 2ac− 2bc. In eqs. (6.4)–(6.6), Z1 can be identified as

the SM Z and Z2 as the heavy ZR.

The branching ratios to various fermions follows from eq. (6.2). Also the total width

of ZR as a function of gR can be computed. We consider two specific scenarios, one Parity

asymmetric, and one Parity symmetric.

6.1 Parity asymmetric scenario

Here we focus on the case where all exotic fermions have masses larger than MZR
/2, so

that ZR decays only into SM fermions and the three species of νR, which are assumed to

be light. Furthermore, as discussed in section 3, we shall assume a flipped scenario with

respect to SU(2)R, where the light chiral fermions uR, tR, dR, sR, eR, µR are SU(2)R
singlets (with T3R = 0), while cR, bR, τR as well as the three flavors of νR belong to SU(2)R
doublets with T3R = ±1/2. Numerical values of the branching ratios defined as

B` =
Γ(e+e−) + Γ(µ+µ−)

Γtotal
, Bτ =

Γ(τ+τ−)

Γtotal
, Bν =

3Γ(νLν̄L) + 3Γ(νRν̄R)

Γtotal

Bjet =
Γ(uū) + Γ(dd̄) + Γ(ss̄) + Γ(cc̄) + Γ(bb̄)

Γtotal
, Bt =

Γ(tt̄)

Γtotal
(6.7)

as well as the total width over mass (Γtotal/MZR
) for this scenario are presented for five

different values of gR of interest in table 1. The BR of ZR decaying to di-bosons is less

than 1% for the R(D,D∗) allowed parameter space.

As the value of gR increases, B` decreases dramatically, reaching B` = 1.1 × 10−3 for

gR = 2. This occurs due to the flipping of eR and µR with E1R and E2R under SU(2)R
transformation, a feature facilitated by their common SM quantum numbers. This flipping

means that eR and µR carry zero T3R quantum number, and thus they interact with ZR
with a coupling proportional to g2

Y /gR, see eq. (6.1).

Among the light fermions, WR couples to only bR, cR, τR and ντR with a coupling

given by gR/
√

2. The decay width of WR is found to be

Γtotal

MWR

{2.6%, 6%, 11%, 16.6%, 24%} corresponding to gR = (1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) . (6.8)
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gR B` (%) Bτ (%) Bν (%) Bjet (%) Bt (%) Γtotal
MZR

(%)

1 1.89 6.6 35.4 54.98 1.07 3.3

1.5 0.349 8.55 32.6 58.25 0.20 7.3

2.0 0.11 9.2 31.5 59.11 0.061 13

2.5 0.043 9.4 30.97 59.5 0.024 20.5

3.0 0.021 9.65 30.67 59.6 0.011 29.6

Table 1. Values of the branching ratios of ZR for decays into fermion pairs as a function of gR in

the Parity asymmetric scenario. Bx’s are defined in eq. (6.7). The last column lists the total width

of ZR as a fraction of its mass.

6.1.1 LEP constraints

e+e− collision at LEP above the Z boson mass provides significant constraints on contact

interactions involving e+e− and any fermion pair. As it turns out, in this Parity asymmetric

scenario, the couplings of ZR with electron (as well as muon) are highly suppressed, and

the LEP constraints are automatically satisfied for a TeV scale ZR. To see this, consider

the effective Lagrangian involving (e+e−) and (µ+µ−) first, which can be read off from

eq. (6.1):

Leff =−
g4
Y

g2
R−g2

Y

1

M2
ZR

1

{1+(Γtotal/MZR
)2}1/2

[
ēRγµeR+

1

2
ēLγµeL

][
µ̄Rγ

µµR+
1

2
µ̄Lγ

µµL

]
.

(6.9)

While the larger T3R contribution is absent for e+e− → e+e− , µ+µ−, it is present in

the process e+e− → τ+τ− on the τ vertex. The LEP constraint on the scale of contact

interaction from this process is Λ−RR > 8.7 TeV. This translates into a limit on ZR mass

given by

MZR
> {573, 600, 607, 607, 603} GeV corresponding to gR = (1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) .

(6.10)

We see that the constraints are rather weak, which are automatically satisfied with TeV

scale ZR. Since the µ+µ− and τ+τ− are not universal, we can not use the simultaneous

µ, τ fit limits. But even if we had used that, the constraints are weaker compared to the

mass of ZR required to satisfy the R(D,D∗) anomaly for a given gR. Other processes such

as e+e− → c̄c and e+e− → b̄b provide somewhat weaker constraints than the ones quoted

in eq. (6.10).

6.1.2 LHC constraints

Important constraints for this model arise from the resonant production of ZR and WR

at the LHC. Let us consider first the ZR production. Due to the flavor structure, the

coupling of ZR with u and d quarks are suppressed (see eq. (6.1)) with the couplings go-

ing as g2
Y /gR. With these suppression factors, the production cross-section of ZR at the

LHC is smaller compared with the Z ′ associated with the sequential standard model. The

cross-sections are shown in table 2 using a K-factor = 1.3. The most dominant constraint
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gR MZR
(TeV) σ(fb)

1.0 1.0 0.8

1.5 1.5 5.2× 10−2

2.0 2.0 7× 10−3

2.5 2.5 1.2× 10−3

3.0 3.0 2.5× 10−4

Table 2. ZR production cross-section at the LHC for the Parity asymmetric scenario.

Figure 6. LHC allowed regions in the Parity asymmetric case.

arises from the dilepton (with e and µ) final states. The branching ratios are shown in

table 1. Combining the branching ratio with the production cross-section for the case of

gR = 1, we find the cross-section to be larger than the experimental constraint. How-

ever, for gR = 1.5, σ × Br(ZR → l+l−) is 2 × 10−4 pb where the experimental constraint

is < 4 × 10−4 pb [118, 119] which is well satisfied. We found that the parameter space

with ZR mass > 1.2 TeV and gR > 1.2 is allowed by the current LHC constraint. The

dijet resonance cross-section σ × Br(ZR → jj) is 0.29 pb (for gR = 1.5) where the ex-

perimental cross-section is 0.6 pb [121, 122] and therefore MZR
> 1 TeV with gR > 1

is allowed.

The search for WR is difficult for this model, since it does not couple to the first

generation quarks. However, it can still be produced from the gluon-b fusion and gluon-

c fusion as shown in ref. [78] since WR couples only to the bRγµcR current in the quark

sector. In this case, the cross-section is suppressed compared to the case where WR couples

to the u, d partons in the protons. For example, for WR = 1.2 TeV, the WR production

cross-section is 0.5 pb in dijet final states, which is allowed by the direct search (∼ 0.6

pb) [121, 122]. Similar conclusion holds for resonance searches with τν final state [123, 124].

In figure 6, we show that MWR
≥ 1.2 TeV by the LHC in the R(D,D∗) allowed region.

6.2 Parity symmetric scenario

In this case we again assume all the exotic fermions have masses large enough to kinemat-

ically forbid ZR from decaying into those states. ZR can then decay only into SM fermion

pairs, as well as pairs of three νR species, which are assumed to be light. In this case

(uR, cR) as well as (dR, bR) are taken to be members of SU(2)R doublets with T3R = ±1/2,

as are (µR, τR) leptons. On the other hand, eR belongs to SU(2)R singlet with T3R = 0, a
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gR B` (%) Bτ (%) Bν (%) Bjet (%) Bt (%) Γtotal
MZR

(%)

1 3.6 3.2 16.9 64.82 11.5 5.9

1.5 3.89 3.82 14.58 65.26 12.42 14.12

2.0 4.08 4.05 13.87 65.27 12.71 25.7

2.5 4.17 4.16 13.56 65.26 12.83 40.61

3.0 4.22 4.22 13.41 65.25 12.90 58.84

Table 3. Values of the branching ratios of ZR for decays into fermion pairs as a function of gR in

the Parity symmetric scenario. Bx’s are defined in eq. (6.7). The last column lists the total width

of ZR as a fraction of its mass.

possibility which arises from the flipping of eR and E1R. Similarly, tR and sR are SU(2)R
singlets. For this scenario, the branching ratios for ZR decays into various channels, as well

as the total width to mass ratio of ZR are listed in table 3 as functions of gR. The BR of

ZR decaying to di-bosons is less than 1% for the R(D,D∗) allowed parameter space.

As can be seen from table 3, the branching ratio for ZR decaying into leptons is

relatively stable under variations of gR. While ZR → e+e− will drastically decrease with

increasing gR, the corresponding branching ratio for ZR → µ+µ− does not change much

and contributes dominantly to B`. This has to do with the flipping of eR with E1R, without

flipping µR with E2R as was done in the Parity asymmetric scenario of table 1.

Among the light fermions, WR couples to cRγµbR as well as µRγµνµR , and τRγµντR .

The decay width of WR is found to be

Γtotal

MWR

{3.3%, 7.5%, 13.3%, 20.7%, 29.8%} for gR = (1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) . (6.11)

6.2.1 LEP constraints

In this scenario the LEP constraints are slightly stronger than those obtained in the case of

Parity asymmetric scenario. However, the difference is not much. Since the ZR couplings

to µ and τ are the same, we use simultaneous µ, τ fit limits which provides the strongest

limit. LEP limit on the scale of contact interaction from this process e+e− → l+l− is

Λ−RR > 9.3 TeV, which implies the following limits on ZR gauge boson mass:

MZR
> {611, 634, 638, 624, 598} GeV corresponding to gR = (1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) .

(6.12)

These constraints are slightly more stringent compared to the ones obtained from e+e− →
τ+τ− in the Parity asymmetric scenario (see eq. (6.10)), but not by very much. All other

LEP processes give weaker constraints. We conclude that ZR mass of order 1 TeV is fully

consistent with LEP data in this Parity symmetric scenario as well. It is to be noted that

this weakened constraint is a result of the flipping of eR with E1R.

6.2.2 LHC constraints

For the parity symmetric model, ZR (and WR for VR of the form in eq. (4.14)) are coupled

to the first generation quarks with sizable couplings which make their production cross-

sections large at the LHC. However due to large values of gR, the model has large decay
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Figure 7. LHC allowed regions in the Parity symmetric case.

widths for ZR and WR for gR ≥ 1, see table 3 and eq. (6.11). This causes problems in

obtaining constraints at the LHC. The dilepton resonance search analyses which provide

the best constraint on the ZR [118, 119] masses at the LHC are based on narrow resonances.

In this final state, the maximum values of Γ
MZR

used in the analyses are 10% for CMS [120]

and ∼30% for ATLAS [118]. For larger Γ
MZR

, the constraint on the production cross-

sections gets relaxed compared to the narrow resonance case, e.g., ref. [118] shows that the

cross-sections can be relaxed by a factor 2 for the maximum Γ/MZR
∼ 30% which has been

investigated. The dijet resonance search analysis also puts constraint on the ZR and WR

masses [121, 122], however, the LHC constraints exist for Γ/MZR,WR
≤ 30%. The constraint

on the production cross-section gets relaxed as Γ/MZR,WR
increases, e.g., for Γ/MZR,WR

∼
30%, the constraint on the cross-section goes down by an order of magnitude [122]. No LHC

analysis exists for any final state where Γ/MZR,WR
> 30% which occurs when gR > 2.2.

From figure 5 we see that gR > 2.2 can occur for MWR
> 1.8 TeV. The larger width

resonance is difficult to be extracted over a continuum background unless the experimental

analysis would be able to reduce the background yield to a negligible level. A new analysis

is imperative to search for large decay width scenarios. In figure 7 we show the allowed

region of parameter space by the current LHC data. We see from here that MWR
≥ 1.8 TeV

is allowed.

7 Cosmological and astrophysical constraints

In this section we comment on various cosmological and astrophysical constraints that

should be satisfied by the model. Some of the constraints arise from a light ντR needed for

the R(D∗, D) anomaly in our framework, while some others have to do with the adopted

flavor structure.

7.1 Supernova constraints

A light νR may be produced inside the supernova core if its mass is below about 100 MeV.

This is indeed the case for ντR in our model for R(D∗, D) anomaly. If the interactions of

the light νR with the supernova matter is too weak, the νR will escape, contradicting the

observation of neutrino burst from SN1987a. If the νR interacts with supernova matter

it may be trapped inside, in which case the constraints will be relaxed. Here we follow
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the crude analytic model studied in ref. [125] to derive the allowed parameter space from

SN1987a observations.

The model of ref. [125] assumes a constant core density of ρC ' 8 × 1014 g/cm3, cor-

responding to a total mass of M ' 1.4MSun and a radius RC ' 106 cm and a temperature

TC = (30−70 MeV. For the calculation of right-handed neutrino sphere, the density profile

outside the core was assumed to be ρ(R) = ρC(RC/R)m with m = 3− 7. This uncertainty

in the density profile, as well as the uncertainty in the core temperature leads to consider-

able uncertainty in the νR interaction strength allowed by SN1987a observations. Ref. [125]

also assumes that the energy loss in νR emission should be less than about 20 times energy

loss in νL emission. Under these assumptions the following region in an effective mass MN

was found to be excluded:

(2.4− 4.3)MWL
≤MN ≤ (7.5− 40)MWL

. (7.1)

This limit arises from the neutral current process e+e− → νRνR, whose cross section was

parametrized as

σ(e+e− → νRνR) =
G2
F s

12π

[
MWL

MN

]4

. (7.2)

In our model, the neutral current process e+e− → νRνR does occur. The cross section

for this process, both in the parity symmetric and asymmetric version, is given by

σ(e+e− → νRνR) =

(
5

16

)
1

48π

g4
Y g

4
R

(g2
R − g2

Y )2

s

M2
ZR

. (7.3)

The exclusion region is then obtained for various values of gR as

(239− 429) GeV ≤MZR
≤ (748− 3890) GeV (gR = 2)

(252− 452) GeV ≤MZR
≤ (788− 4203) GeV (gR = 1) . (7.4)

In these exclusion regions, one should take the weaker limit, which is found to be consistent

with the range of parameters needed for explaining the R(D∗, D) anomaly. We note in

passing that the charged current WR interactions does not lead to neutronization process

eRp→ νRn in our model, since W±R has no coupling to the electrons.

7.2 Cosmological constraints on heavy quarks

In the parity asymmetric model, in the heavy quark sector, we see that in the limit of

εi → 0 in eq. (3.2), the lightest of the (U,D, S, T ) quarks will remain stable and will not

annihilate fast enough so that it can over-close the universe. The reason for this is that

for TeV mass colored particles, the only annihilation channel for T ≤ MQ, is via gluon

emission to two light quarks i.e. QQ̄→ qq̄. This cross section goes as σQQ̄ ∼
α2
s

M2
Q

which is

≤ pb. This implies that they could either form the dark matter of the universe, which is

unacceptable since these are colored particles or worse, they over-close the universe. We

therefore need for the lightest of the heavy quarks to decay. Once ε1,2 are turned on in

our model, the relevant lightest heavy quark can decay to b and c quarks which decay via
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the left-handed CKM matrix VL to leptons and follow the usual cosmology. Typical decay

rate for these fermions can be estimated to be ΓQ ∼
g4R

192π3M4
WR

ε2M5
Q and the temperature

at which they will decay can be estimated by using

ΓQ ∼ g1/2
∗

T 2
d

M2
Pl

. (7.5)

For these decays to happen above a Temperature of the universe T > 1 GeV, we need

ε1,2 ≥ 10−9 [103]. This is a rather weak constraint and is therefore easily satisfied without

contradicting any other phenomenology. Similarly, in the lepton sector, we can introduce

small mixings among the right handed leptons to make the heavy neutral and charged

leptons to decay above T ∼ 1 GeV to avoid conflict with BBN requirements.

7.3 Constraints from big bang nucleosynthesis

The existence of light νR states can modify big bang nucleosynthesis. If the νR decouples

from the plasma above QCD phase transition temperature, then their contribution to

effective neutrino species is about 0.1 per νR species [126]. Let us check that they indeed do

decouple above the QCD phase transition temperature of 200 MeV in both the asymmetric

and Parity symmetric scenarios.

The main thing to consider here is the Z ′ mediated νR scattering against right handed

quarks or leptons that are light. The left-handed fermions couple to Z ′ with a coupling

strength ∼ g2
BL/(2gR) which is of order 10−2 for our choice of parameters and is therefore

highly suppressed. In addition to the νR, the light right-handed fermions with significant

couplings to ZR are: τR, cR, bR in the asymmetric model and these fields plus uR and dR in

the P-symmetric case. However since τ , c and b would already be rare by the QCD phase

transition (assumed to be 200 MeV) due to Boltzmann suppression, in the asymmetric

case the νR decouples much earlier than the QCD phase transition temperature and their

contributions to the effective number of neutrinos in the BBN epoch is tiny.

In the P-symmetric case, the dominant contribution to νR scattering comes from uR
and dR with a scattering rate given by 6

g4RT
5

4πM4
Z′

, (6 being a color factor). This leads to

a decoupling temperature of about 220 MeV, which is above the QCD phase transition

temperature. Thus we would expect that the contribution of νR to ∆Neff in the symmetric

case is less than 0.1 and is within current limits. Even with all three neutrinos being

light, this excess is consistent with BBN constraints. As noted in footnote 4, if the light

νR also play a role in short baseline neutrino anomalies from LSND and MiniBoone, then

large scale structure formation constraints become important [34, 35] within the ΛCDM

paradigm. Secret neutrino interactions can potentially relax these limits [36–39]. We have

not explored this possibility here.
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8 Discussion and conclusion

Before concluding, we make a few observations of theoretical nature on the model pre-

sented here.

1. In the parity asymmetric model, we have several vector-like fermions acquiring masses

from the right-handed Higgs mechanism. As seen from eq. (3.5) and eq. (3.9), the

masses of U, T,D, S quarks as well as E1 and E2 leptons arise from YiκR. Pertur-

bativity of the Yukawa couplings would then imply that these vector-like fermions

have masses not much above κR ' (1.5 − 2.5) TeV. This can be made more precise

by looking at partial wave unitarity in the process ff → ff mediated by the ZR
and WR gauge bosons. Such an analysis in the context of the SM leads to a limit

of 550 GeV on the mass of a fourth generation quark [127, 128]. For N generations

of quarks, this is strengthened by a factor of 1/
√
N . These results can be readily

scaled up to the masses of vector-like quarks of our model. We find for four degen-

erate quarks, MQ ≤ 2.24 TeV, for MWR
= 2 TeV and gR = 2.0. Other processes,

such as ff → W+
RW

−
R can also yield useful limits. Using the results of ref. [129] we

obtain MQ ≤ 5.6 TeV, which is somewhat weaker. In the parity symmetric scenario

the mass of the vector like partner of electron is given as Y κR. The partial wave

unitarity limit on a fourth generation SM lepton mass is 1 TeV, which can be scaled

to obtain a limit of ME ≤ 4.5 TeV for the vector-like partner of the electron. In the

P asymmetric case, since two such vector-like leptons acquire their masses from κR,

the partial wave unitarity limit on their (common) mass is ME < 3.2 TeV.

2. The boundedness of the Higgs potential of eq. (2.11) poses an upper limit on the

masses of fermions generated by the Higgs mechanism. In the parity asymmetric

model, four quarks and two leptons acquire such masses. The quartic coupling λ1R

will turn negative at higher energies if these Yukawa couplings are large. This should

not happen at least for an order of magnitude higher energy. Demanding this would

lead to an upper limit on vector-fermion masses. To see this, we can examine the

renormalization group evolution equation for λ1R, which is given by

16π2dλ1R

dt
= 12λ2

1R + 4λ2
2 − λ1R(3g2

B + 9g2
R) +

3

4
g4
B +

3

2
g2
Bg

2
R +

9

4
g4
R

+ λ1RTr
(

3Y ′†U Y
′
U + 3Y ′†D Y

′
D + Y ′†E Y

′
E

)
− 4Tr

(
3(Y ′†U Y

′
U )2 + 3(Y ′†D Y

′
U )2 + (Y ′†E Y

′
E)2
)
. (8.1)

The full set of RGE for the Yukawa couplings in a closely related universal seesaw

model can be found in ref. [130]. With four degenerate quark and two lepton fields,

demanding that λ1R remains positive up to a scale of 10κR gives a limit on these

fermion masses of about 2.5 TeV. This limit depends on the initial value of λ1R.

The upper limit on vector-like fermion masses are MF ≤ (1.6, 1.9, 2.2, 2.5) TeV,

corresponding to the initial value of λ1R = (1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0) (keeping λ2 fixed at 0.7).
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3. We have used relatively large values of the SU(2)R gauge coupling gR. However,

perturbation theory is still valid, as the theory is asymptotically free. If the Higgs

fields of the model are not present, the SU(2)R theory is one with Nf = 6 (that is, with

twelve doublets), which has been studied non-perturbatively on the lattice [131, 132].

The phase diagram of such a theory appears to be emerging, with the Nf = 6 lying

close to the boundary of the conformal window. Since we Higgs the theory, the gauge

coupling gR increases coming from higher to lower energies, until the Higgsing occurs.

A fixed point value of g2
∗ ' 14.5 was found in ref. [132]. Just before the theory acquires

this fixed point value, we assume that spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs. A

semi-perturbative value of gR ∼ (2.0− 3.0) appears quite reasonable in this case.

4. Our model (and the general universal seesaw models) does not grand unify into

conventional GUT groups such as SU(5) or SO(10). However, these models can

be embedded into grand unified symmetries based on SU(5) × SU(5) or SO(10) ×
SO(10). For the former possibility and as one example how unification works in such

models, see ref. [133]. The unification of gauge couplings occurs in multiple steps,

and therefore is a bit nontrivial. Proton decay mediated by the gauge bosons in such

models leads to the dominance of p→ e+π0 decay mode with a lifetime estimated to

be near the current experimental limit.

In summary, we have presented a UV complete theory that resolves the R(D∗, D)

anomaly based on left-right gauge symmetry with a low mass WR and a relatively large

gR. In this model, R(D)
R(D∗) = R(D)SM

R(D∗)SM
= 1.16. Two versions of the theory were developed, one

with softly broken parity symmetry and one without parity. In the former case the model

solves the strong CP problem with parity symmetry, without invoking the Peccei-Quinn

symmetry and the resulting axion. In each case we have presented flavor structures that

lead to a consistent explanation of the R(D∗, D) anomaly in terms of the right-handed cur-

rents, which are also compatible with low energy flavor violation constraints. The charged

W±R that mediates new contributions in B decays is accompanied by a neutral Z0
R, which

is nearly degenerate in mass with the W±R . LEP and LHC experiments provide stringent

limits on these relative low mass gauge bosons. Their discovery would be somewhat chal-

lenging, since their total widths turn out to be 20% or more compared to their masses,

once the R(D∗, D) anomaly is explained.

In both parity symmetric and asymmetric cases, the maximum value of MWR
is 3 TeV,

which corresponds to the perturbative limit of the model, given by gR ≤ 3.5. The lower

limits on MWR
for parity asymmetric and symmetric cases are about (1.2 − 1.4) TeV and

(1.8− 2.1) TeV respectively which arise from the direct ZR and WR searches at the LHC.

The LEP constraints are weaker compared to the LHC constraints.

The parity asymmetric version of the model has several vector-like quarks that acquire

masses via the Higgs mechanism. These masses cannot be greater than about 2.5 TeV, to

be consistent with perturbative unitarity and an understanding of R(D∗, D) anomaly. In

the parity symmetric version, the top quark partner is predicted to have a mass MT =

(1.5−2.5) TeV. A vector-like electron partner with a mass less than 4.5 TeV is expected in
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both cases. Along with the gauge bosons, these vector-like fermions provide a rich spectrum

waiting to be explored at the LHC.
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